Paper Session:

1477 Land Systems Science Symposium: Mapping Global Agricultural History - understanding the Past for modeling the Future

is scheduled on Tuesday, 4/9/2013, from 12:40 PM - 2:20 PM in Heinsbergen, Biltmore, Lobby Level

Sponsorship(s):
Geographic Information Science and Systems Specialty Group
Spatial Analysis and Modeling Specialty Group
Human Dimensions of Global Change Specialty Group

Organizer(s):
Richard Aspinall
William E. Doolittle - University of Texas

Chair(s):
Mats Widgren - Stockholm University

Abstract(s):

12:40 PM Author(s): *William E. Doolittle - University of Texas
Abstract Title: A Thousand Years of Farming North America

1:00 PM Author(s): *William I. Woods - University of Kansas
Abstract Title: Agriculture on the hollow continent AD 1000-1800

1:20 PM Author(s): *Mats Widgren, Professor - Stockholm University
Abstract Title: Mapping pre-colonial African agricultural systems

1:40 PM Author(s): *Janken Myrdal - Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences
Abstract Title: Agricultural systems of Eurasia AD 1000, 1500, 1800

2:00 PM Author(s): *Ulf Jonsson - Stockholm Univeristy

Session Description: Part of the Land Systems Science Symposium. Session dedicated to William Denevan.